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Abstract
We present a system working on a wearable computer
that can annotate and retrieve annotations for signs,
posters, public displays etc. The only limitation of the
system: the annotated objects need to contain at least
3-5 lines of text with fixed layout. We evaluate our system
in a poster session scenario with 5 use cases: retrieving
annotations, adding notes, taking pictures and recording
audio and attaching them to posters. As a ubiquitous
note taking and annotation application, we believe the
system can bridge online and offline discussions and give
the user a way to reflect on seen information by providing
them a web interface to all the annotations they took
together with the source material (in our case poster and
paper publications), helping to organize their thoughts
and improving their recall.
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Introduction
With the concepts like geo tagging and more general,
augmented/mediated reality, slowly virtual and physical

Figure 1: Pictures from the
system evaluation: Annotating a
poster with a voice note and
retrieving a video annotation
associated to a text region of a
poster.

worlds are more and more connected. Researchers are
more and more focusing on how to combine offline/online
topic discussions and content [6].

To this end, we present a wearable application for
annotations on ambient text. Our system can be used to
annotate and retrieve annotations for any poster or other
public sign that contains more than 3-6 lines of text. This
text needs to be registered in a database beforehand
(using a digital version of the text) or on the fly by taking
a picture.

The contributions of this paper are two fold. First, we
evaluate a Google Glass prototype of our system for a
poster session scenario: Retrieving information, attaching
notes to a poster, attaching images to a poster, attaching
audio notes. A record of the annotations can be later
retrieved using a web interface. We present insights from
using the prototype, user opinion and an expert analysis.
Second, we provide open system libraries for the use of
annotations with documents, signs, posters for mobile
platforms (iOS, Android and Google Glass) as well as a
backend server for registering and retrieving annotations
for a given document.

We believe that our system can help to merge offline and
online topic discussions and enable more and more people
to take part in them. Additionally, as a history of
annotations and the source material can be retrieved
using a web interface on the annotation server, the system
can help the individual to organize their thoughts around
topics and to better remember discussions and
conversations.

Related Work
There are a lot of researchers focusing on combining
digital and real-world using annotation technologies,
especially focusing on Augmented Reality [7, 6]. Most of
them use mobile devices, e.g. smart phones. The works
we are aware of use SIFT or similar features, for indexing
and retrieval and thus can deal only with a small number
of objects/texts.

Researchers already explore annotations to support
knowledge acquisition and memory recall mostly in
education and work environments [5]. We build on this
research in providing an viable annotation system running
on a wearable computer for large scale deployments.

Other work focuses on document annotations with
different application goals: interfaces for multimedia
control or retrieval of travel information [2]. Additionally,
researchers in AR tend to use QR codes or similar optical
markers [1]. We find that for our use case these are too
restrictive as it requires to prepare specific print media and
limits the accuracy and place you can put annotations.

We build on our work for active reading support for
documents using smart phones [4, 8].

Annotations for the Real World
Currently we focus on annotations on ambient text
displayed on signs, displays, posters etc. for mainly two
reasons. First, as we get a lot of information from
ambient texts, we believe that this makes a good starting
point for fostering offline/online discussions. Second, the
technology of document image retrieval matured enough
so this can be used in large scale and has not the trouble
of other approaches (needing special markers, expensive
feature calculation).
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We decided to use a document image retrieval method
based on ”Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing”
(LLAH)[4]. LLAH is very fast. The feature extraction

Figure 2: Screenshots from the
Google Glass prototype:
uploading an image from the
poster text region, adding a
audio note and retrieving paper
and video from the poster.

method can be implemented on todays mobile devices and
run in perceived realtime. Smaller databases (a couple of
documents/ambient texts) can be searched on a powerful
wearable computer (e.g. Google Glass) or smart phone as
well. For larger document databases we need a client
server infrastructure.

Usage Scenario – Poster Annotations
To evaluate our idea of a wearable annotation system, we
implement a prototype using Google Glass focusing on a
poster session scenario at a conference. Poster sessions at
computer science conferences are a perfect first test of
our wearable annotation system, as there is a lot of
ambient text and most likely also a large population of
Google Glass users. In the following we describe the usage
scenarios we support for our first prototype.

Retrieving information – When the poster is registered
with our system. The presenter of a poster can for
example link videos to their poster text. Registration of
additional information can be done using Google Glass or
a mobile phone or desktop client. For ease of use we
recommend using a digital version of the poster and a
desktop client.

Attaching notes to a poster – A user can take a picture
using our Google Glass prototype and use the Google
Glass voice recognition system to leave a text note to the
poster.

Attaching images to a poster – A user can attach images.
We think this could make it easier to remember the face
of an author or presenter for a given poster or give the

possibility to add interesting prototype pictures to the
digital poster document.

Attaching Audio Notes – A user can also record and add
audio files to a poster, so he’s able to remember and recall
the content of discussions related to the poster topic.

Implementation
As proof of concept, we implemented a first prototype on
Google Glass supporting all use cases presented
beforehand (sample screenshots of the application in
Figure 2. We have working application level libraries for
iOS, Android, Linux and Windows. As mentioned before,
the application libraries can be used in stand-alone or
client-server mode. The Google Glass prototype uses
currently the client-server model.

We also show a Web interface, allowing the user to see all
posters he annotated and access his annotations as well as
the public annotations of his friends (see Fig. 3). So
people not attending a given poster session or event can
virtually take part in discussions and the user can later on
have a record of his/her conversations to better recall
ideas and thoughts.

Evaluation
System Test
If we run our system in client server mode a large number
of documents can be supported (We used 100 Million text
regions for demonstration purposes with an average
retrieval time of 178 ms). Unfortunately the wait time for
the user on our first prototype is longer (around 2 sec.).
See the discussion later. As seen from previous
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Towards using Eyegaze

Conclusion and Future Work

To improve reading detection 
we want to use robust eyetracking.  
So far, a hybrid approach using a combination of existing 
techniques works best. We implemented a  shape-based 

shape models, detecting eye corners and iris shape by 

We will explore further how to implement reading detection and a more stable eye tracking for reading 
detection. Most importantly, the next experiments will focus on more natural reading and tablet usage 
scenarios, using a stationary eye tracker for ground truth.

Motivation
As reading is an integral part of our  knowledge lives, we should know more about our reading activities.  
This poster introduces a reading application for smart phone and tablets that aims at giving user more 

Successful eye gaze estimation on iPad and iPhone 

Eyegaze estimation
As commodity tablets and phones get more and more 
powerful and are mostly equipped with front facing 
cameras, we wonder if it is possible to use them to detect 
the eye gaze of the user while he is looking on the screen 
of the device.
Since eye gaze is related to knowledge and expertise, it is 
valuable to record and review it to improve our reading 
activity.
To see if we are able to provide users with enough 

we implemented a prototype application on the iOS 
platform.

Initial Experiments
There are 5 test subjects with two experimental runs per 
participant: One for training and the other for testing.  To 
establish a reliable performance baseline, we used a portable 

watching a dot moving on the screen. The dot moves from left to 
right. It jumped to next line and moved from left to right again. 
We record the coordinates of the dot and images from front 
camera. Since subjects kept watching the dot, its coordinates on 
screen are very close to the actual gaze point.

contact: kai.kunze@gmail.com website: kaikunze.de

Why do you use model-based approach?

I’d like to email him later about this research.

The iPad demo application looks nice!

Figure 3: Screenshot from the
web page, showing all annotated
posters and a poster with text
annotations.

publications, scaling our system to a large size is not an
issue [3]. The bigger limitation is the necessity of 3-6 lines
of text ( at least 4-5 words per line). We are currently
working on integration of other computer vision features
to integrate them without loosing the scalability and
performance.

Usability Impressions
For an initial test, we had 2 users with Google Glass
interact with the system annotating 3 posters and
retrieving information (see Figure 1). We also performed
an expert evaluation with one UI researcher. In the
following, we summarize the results.

Popular Features Audio notes and Video Retrieval– The
two users especially liked to add quickly audio notes to a
poster while discussing about the poster content. The
second popular feature was retrieving a video about the
poster topic was

Quick Capture – From the evaluation, we saw the need for
quick capture. The main problem for annotations right
now is an average wait time of 2 seconds after taking the
picture, this is due to some programming limitation on
Google Glass (the image should first be saved before it’s
send to the server). The users also raised the wish to just
capture a poster picture so they can later on read the
paper or watch the video on the desktop client (not
adding annotations). We will add this use case (quick
capture) in the next prototype.

Conclusion and Future Work
We present a framework to annotate ambient text
digitally. We implemented a prototype system on Google
Glass, evaluating its functionality on a poster session
scenario in a small scale. As a next step, we would like to

use the system in a real conference scenario to gather
feedback from more users identifying use cases and
improving user interface and overall usability.
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